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	The motivation for writing this book can be ascribed chiefly to the usual struggle of


	an average reader to understand and utilize controls concepts, without getting lost in


	the mathematics. Many textbooks are available on modern control, which do a fine


	job of presenting the control theory. However, an introductory text on modern control


	usually stops short of the really useful concepts - such as optimal control and Kalman


	filters - while an advanced text which covers these topics assumes too much mathematical


	background of the reader. Furthermore, the examples and exercises contained


	in many control theory textbooks are too simple to represent modern control applications,


	because of the computational complexity involved in solving practical problems.


	This book aims at introducing the reader to the basic concepts and applications


	of modern control theory in an easy to read manner, while covering in detail what


	may be normally considered advanced topics, such as multivariable state-space design,


	solutions to time-varying and nonlinear state-equations, optimal control, Kalman filters,


	robust control, and digital control. An effort is made to explain the underlying principles


	behind many controls concepts. The numerical examples and exercises are chosen


	to represent practical problems in modern control. Perhaps the greatest distinguishing


	feature of this book is the ready and extensive use of MATLAB (with its Control


	System Toolbox) and SIMULINK®, as practical computational tools to solve problems


	across the spectrum of modern control. MATLAB/SIMULINK combination has become


	the single most common - and industry-wide standard - software in the analysis and


	design of modern control systems. In giving the reader a hands-on experience with the


	MATLAB/SIMULINK and the Control System Toolbox as applied to some practical design


	problems, the book is useful for a practicing engineer, apart from being an introductory


	text for the beginner.
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Encyclopaedia Arcane: Battle Magic - The Eldritch StormMongoose Publishing, 2003
Encyclopaedia Arcane: Battle Magic Continuing the Encyclopaedia Arcane series. Battle Magic introduces the greatest force of sorcery into the d20 System. Battle Mages of incredible power are able to blast entire hordes of enemies apart with fire and lightning - now, for the very first time, players too can access this awesome destructive force....
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): Concepts, Technology, and DesignPrentice Hall, 2005
The foremost "how-to" guide to SOA
 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is at the heart of a revolutionary computing platform that is being adopted world-wide and has earned the support of every major software provider. In Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts,...
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Subspace Methods for System IdentificationSpringer, 2005
System identification provides methods for the sensible approximation of real systems using a model set based on experimental input and output data. Tohru Katayama sets out an in-depth introduction to subspace methods for system identification in discrete-time linear systems thoroughly augmented with advanced and novel results. The text is...
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Ethereal Packet SniffingSyngress Publishing, 2004
Ethereal offers more protocol decoding and reassembly than any free sniffer  out there and ranks well among the commercial tools. You’ve all used tools like  tcpdump or windump to examine individual packets, but Ethereal makes it easier  to make sense of a stream of ongoing network communications. Ethereal not only  makes network...
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Manual of Outpatient GynecologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	Manual of Outpatient Gynecology, Fourth Edition, is a practical text designed to aid in the treatment of outpatient gynecologic problems. It is meant to emphasize office diagnosis and treatment for the most frequently encountered problems and various sensitive subjects encountered in office...
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Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 with C# (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
This book will teach you how to program web applications in ASP.NET 2.0 that can display data stored
in a database, provide a personalized user experience to your users, and even offer shopping functionality.
All of these sorts of web applications can be developed using ASP.NET 2.0, so if these are the sorts of
applications that you...
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